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On four rocket flights, OLP electric fields were observed in the
nighttime auroral oval and in the polar cleft. They had periods
between 0.5 and 3 sec, amplitudes from 2 to 30 mV/m, and exhibited
left- and right-hand elliptical polarization. Intensifications
of these fields often coincided with bursts of energetic electron
precipitation which were on occasion nodulated with nearly the
save period as the fields. The events in the auroral oval were
associated with substorms and visual auroral activity. The spec-
tral and polarization properties of the ULF fields suggest that
they represented the electric components of Pel or Pil micro-
pulsations, o model these waves and the concurrent electron
flux variations, different mechanisms for wave excitation,
electron acceleration, and wave-particle interaction are consi-
dered. One likely interpretation attributes the micrcpulsations
to Birkeland current chopping by an unstable double layer loca-
ted at « 1 Kg altitude. It is suggested that the double layer
also accelerates the observed electrons, the electron flux va-
riations being due either to the intrinsic variations of the
double layer or to its interaction with the micropulsations. Due
to the sparcity of parameters measured so far, the models are pro-
visional. A follow-up experiment is proposed to further inves-
tigate the problem. This paper is a shortened version of TRITA-
BPP-77-06, presented at the 3rd Int. Congress on Waves and Insta-
bilities in Plasmas, Palaiseau, France 1977,



On four rocket flights, quasi-period!c electric fields were

observed in the night-time auroral oval and in the polar

cleft (ef. Petelski et al., 1977). As can be seen from the

viewgraph (Table 1), these fields had periods between 0.5 and

3 sec and amplitudes from 2 to 30 mV/m. They were partly asso-

ciated with electron precipitation events, visual aurora, and

Magnetic substorns. The first slide (Figure 1) shows electric

field registrations obtained by the BB 101 rocket during

auroral breakup. Both the eastward and the northward component

fluctuate throughout the whole flight. Intensifications of

these ULF electric fields were well correlated with bursts of

electron precipitation at energies of up to »ore than 20 keV

which in their turn were modulated with practically the sas*

period as the fields. During experiment S 107 (Figure 2), the

rocket traversed a stable auroral arc which was characterized

by high electron fluxes. At its northern edge, two instances

of violent electric field oscillations were encountered with

durations of approximately 5 sec. For each experiment, hodo-

grams were constructed of the electric disturbance field. They

all exhibited left- or right-hand elliptical polarization and

varying orientation of the polarization ellipses. We conclude

that the rockets have seen the electric components of electro-

magnetic or hydroraagnetic waves.

To our knowledge, the observation of ULF electric fields and

concomitant electron flux variations at similar frequencies

is unique. Each phenomenon has, however, been observed separa-

tely by other experimenters. Mozer (personal communication,

1977), for example, has recently detected ULF electric fields

at 8000 km altitude which were coupled with extremely strong

D.C. electric fields. As pointed out by Anderson (1968),

electron precipitation fluctuations with ULF periods are also

seen frequently, usually together with geomagnetic micropulsa-

tions. Therefore, it appears natural to interpret our waves as

micropulsations, too. In fact, their period range, their ampli-

tudes, and their polarization properties do comply with the

morphology of Pel or Pil micropulsations. According to Cornwall

et al. (1970), Pel or Pil waves can be generated by proton cyclo-



tron instability in the ring current. During magnetic quiescence,

the instability conditions would be raet just inside the plasma-

pause and close to the equatorial plane. At times of magnetic

» activity, the tenuous regions outside the plasmapause may also

,i* become unstable, especially if hot ring current protons inter-

y sect detached blobs of cold, dense plasca. The resulting pul-

S sations are supposed to travel to the ground along the geomag-

I netic field lines in the shear Alfvén mode having left-hand

' polarization. The other mode of importance in the stignetosphere

|; is the congressional Alfvén mode which implies right-hand pola-

Ml rizafcion. Usually, Pel or Pil pulsations appear as shear Alfvén

$.' waves. By means of node coupling, they can be transformed into
•-ft,1

f compressional Alfvén waves, and vice versa.
H

3 Several models have been designed for the observed waves and

-. the associated events of electron precipitation and visual

• aurora. I shall discuss the two most likely ones. They have

v in common that the auroral electrons are assumed to be energized

v by low altitude electric fields directed along the geomagnetic
: lines of force. Me further assume that these parallel electric

fields are due to potential double layers as introduced by

Block (1975). Laboratory experiments by Torvén and BabiC (1975,

1976) indicate that double layers are unstable under certain

conditions. Our first model,which is sketched on the following

slide (Figure 3), is based on the assumption that such an un-

stable structure exists at about 1 R- altitude and that it ac-
1 celerates electrons into the ionosphere by virtue of its B»,

Because of its instability, the double layer also chops the

Birkeland current. It thereby stimulates hydromagnetic waves,
; the frequencies of which either span a broad range or conform

to the chopping rate. Individual frequencies can be sorted out

by resonance within the flux tube section connecting the double

layer and the lower ionosphere. The electron precipitation woui/3

be modulated either by the inherent variations of the unstable

double layer or by the micropulsations retroacting on it. Por

; a double layer to form in the magnetosohere, the field-aligned

current must be sufficiently strong. At 1 Rp altitude, the

upper limit for the critical current density is about 10"* A/m .



We estimate that a 10 variation of the corresponding current

would suffice to generate micropulsations with the observed

amplitudes.

Another aodel is illustrated on the following slide (Figure 4).

Here the unstable double layer has been replaced by a stationary

one. Together with the precipitated electrons, protons are

accelerated upwards. Conceivably, these energetic, highly ani-

sotropic protons can produce cyclotron waves with Pel periods

in the vicinity of the equator. During experiment BB 101, the
a

differential electron flux density was typically 0.5x10
electrons/» s sr keV, corresponding to a proton energy flux

—7 2
density of * 10 J/» s. tor comparison, the energy flux
density of the micropulsations was « 10** J/m s, which is

three orders of magnitude too high to stem from the protons.

Chi the other hand, typical auroral electron fluxes are 3 to 4

crders of magnitude larger than the fluxes we have observed.

It is therefore possible that our rocket has missed the main

electron flux. In that case, the pulsations might very well

have originated from the upstreaming protons. Alternatively

they could have resulted from proton cyclotron instability

of the ring current as discussed before. In fact, flux tube

widening would reduce the necessary energy input to je 10 J/m s

at the »quator, whereas the ring current protons could provide

up to 10 J/m s. In the present model, the main role of the

double layer is to accelerate and, by interacting with the

micropulsation electric field, to modulate the precipitating

electrons. Moreover, its space charge density gradients would

facilitate mode coupling between shear and compiewsional Alfvén

waves.

Whether hydromagnetic waves from sources far out along a mag-

netic field line could have propagated down to the sounding

rocket was tested through ray path calculations. On the next

slide (Figure 5), results are summarized for a source near the

equatorial plane. All waves with right-hand polarisation were

refracted away from the earth along a radial direction. Left*

hand polarized waves, however, followed the geomagnetic field

lines, their wave normal angle approaching 90°. In other words,

these waves became almost linearly polarized. Normally, they



were absorbed long before they reached the ionosphere. Only if

a 90% field-aligned decrease in density was imposed did all

the I»-waves arrive at rocket altitude. The behaviour of the

R-waves was not changed by the wave duct assumption. Ray paths

were also started at 1 R_ altitude (Figure 6) to investigate

the behaviour of micropulsations that might be created in this

region either by the current chopping mechanism or by mode

coupling. The L-mode ray paths followed the magnetic field line

down to the lower ionosphere with final wave normal angles con-

siderably smaller than 90°, implying elliptical polarization.

This time, the R-mode waves also reached the ionosphere. They

could as well be reflected out along the plasmapause and some-

what guided to large radial distances. He note that waves ori-

ffe ginating from equatorial altitudes are nejrly linearly pola-

'f|l rized when arriving in the ionosphere whereas waves coming

>ff from sources at 1 Rg have elliptical polarization. Since the

||i observed waves were dominated by elliptical polarization, our

,§f calculations underline the plausibility of the concept of wave
if- or mode conversion at 1 IL altitude.

Because of the spareity of the available data it is impossible

to sort out definite models or to verify the assumption of a

density duct. Extended experiments are required which combine

ground and rocket observations with simultaneous measurements

from GEOS or from ISEE-A or -B. Crucial parameters are the

D.C. and the A.C. electric and magnetic field vectors, the

plasma densi ty, the spectrum and the energy-dependent pitch

angle distribution of the electrons and protons, the strength

and the temporal behaviour of the Birkeland current, and the

structure an.3 dynamics of the aurora. Performing these exten-

sive experiments «*ould help to better utilize the classical

micropulsation observations on the ground as a diagnostic tool

for wave-particle interactions in auroral flux tubes.
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Table 1

experiment

station

date

UT

plasiaapause, L

E, raV/xa

T, see

e~, energy, keV

•"*, flux

i, see

aurora.

S 87/2

Kiruna

24.3.71

1830

3.2

t 2

1 - 2

2 15

increasing

• 100

rocket crosses
drifting arc

BB 101

AndgSya

6.2.74

2250

4.0

<. 25

1.5 - 3

6 - 7 , > 20

fluctuating

2 - 4

- 350

auroral breakup

S 107

Andjrfya

1.11.74

2045

5.7

<L 30

a 1

4.2, 5.7, 10.9

decreasing

«• 50 — • - 200

rocket crosses
stable arc

G 74/1

S^ndre Strjtof jord

2.7.74

1215

4.0

i. 30

0.S - 2

0.1 ™ * Q.S

- 200

(daylight)
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Figure I. Eastward and northward eltctric field componant» a» measured during rockat flight SB 101
fro» And^ya on February 6, \9"?4. Recurrent interruption» of the fi«ld registration» ara du« tp tn-
tar»ittent use of the electric field probes for plasma diagnostics (ftaeve et al., 1577),
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Figure 2 . Electron in tens i ty and horizontal e l e c t r i c f ie ld
components .neaaurerl during rocket f l igh t S 107 from Andjtfya
on Hovp.mbcr l r 1974. Between -100 sec and *230 sec, a s t ea -
dy auroral arc was crossed by the rocket (Edwards e t a l . ,
1976). (In the original version of th is f igure, the f i r s t
osc i l la t ion event at »220 sec w«is missing. I t has been sup-
plemented after roavaluation of the data.)
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Pigure 3« Model V employing a double layer and current chopping.

An unstable double layer at h » 1 R,,, possibly associated with an

electrostatic shock near the equatorial plane, accelerates elec-

trons downwards and chops the field-aligned current, thereby exci-

ting Aicropulsations. The Pcl/Pil periods observed at rocket alti-

t odes are deteruined either by the current chopping rate or by se-

lective wave trapping between the double layer and the ionosphere.

The downward electron flux la either nodulated by periodic forma-

tion and decay of the double layar or by retroaction of the micro-*

pulsations on the double layer. Its energy profile corresponds to

that of inverted V events as associated with auroral arcs. T.ie

steep density gradients within the double layer facilitate mode

coupling between L- and R-mode raicropulsations.
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Figure 4. Model VI employing a double layer and proton cyclotron
Instability. A stationary double layer at h * 1 R. accelerates el-
ectrons downwards and protons upwards. Near the equator* these pro-
tons or ring current protons become cyclotron unstable and generate
Pcl/Pil micropulsations. On propagation to the ground these waves
modulate the double layer and the flux of electrons it accelerate*».
The energy profile of the electron precipitation corresponds to
that of inverted V events as associated with auroral arcs. The steep
density gradients within the double layer facilitate mode coupling
between L- and R-mode micropulsations.
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Figure 5 . Ray paths for 1 Hz waves generated in the vicinity of
the equator on L - 6.6 outside the plasmapause. ft-mode waves lea-
ve the source region along an outward radial direction. Ltnode
waves, particularly if propagating in a duct of decreased elec-
tron density, reach the ionosphere with the wave normal k nearly
perpendicular to the ray vector S.
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Figure 6. Ray paths for 1 Hz waves starting from a height of
* 1 Rg on the L « 6.6 field line. L-mode waves propagate down the
field line into the ionosphere. R-mode waves can propagate appro*- 1
xlmately down the field line or can be reflected outward along the ;:

plaemapause to large radial distances. \
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On four rocket flights, ULF electric fields were observed in the
nighttime auroral oval and in the polar cleft. They had periods
between 0.5 and 3 sec, amplitudes from 2 to 30 raV/ra, and exhibited
left- and right-hand elliptical polarization. Intensifications
of these fields often coincided with bursts of energetic electron
precipitation which were on occasion modulated with nearly the
same period as the fields. The events in the auroral oval were
associated with substorma and visual auroral activity. The spec-
tral and polarization properties of the ULF fields suggest that
they represented the electric components of Pel or Pil micro-
pulsations. To model these waves and the concurrent electron
flux variations, different mechanisms for wave excitation,
electron acceleration, and wave-particle interaction are consi-
dered. One likely interpretation attributes the micropulsations
to Birkeland current chopping by an unstable double layer loca-
ted at « 1 Rj, altitude. It is suggested that the double layer
also accelerates the observed electrons, the electron flux va-
riations being due either to the intrinsic variations of the
double layer or to its interaction with the micropulsations. Due
to the sparcity of parameters measured so far, the models are pro-
visional. A follow-up experiment is proposed to further inves-
tigate the problem. This paper is a shortened version of TRITA-
EPP-77-06, presented at the 3rd Int. Congress on Waves and Insta-
bilities in Plasmas, Palaiseau, France 1977.
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